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Public Theology as Religious Practice:
Anglican Mission and Interreligious Encounter
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The concept of a public theology must balance emphasis on Christianity s theological grounding with recognition of religious pluralism. Where Christians are in the minority, interreligious
encounter frames public presence. This article argues that the basis of both faithful religious identity and substantive encounter
with non-Christian traditions lies informs of religious practice.
The point is illustrated with reference to the Anglican encounter
with Islam. In Egypt during the first half of the twentieth century,
the careers of Temple Gairdner and Constance Padwick opened
an emphasis upon prayer as a basis for appreciative encounter.
Informed by this example, Kenneth Cragg developed a basis for
Christian-Muslim relations. He articulated a Christian public theology that is both faithful and constructive in pluralist settings.
Following Gairdner and Padwick, Cragg featured matters of
practice as the basis for understanding.
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The concept of a public theology has shifted in emphasis from
the public character of religious life to the adequacy of its theological
grounding. Advocates of a public theology now are wary of insufficient adherence to the tenets of Christian belief. I argue that the circumstances of Christian mission have encouraged a turn toward
religious practice as the means of ensuring confessional integrity
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while fostering public impact. The turn to practice has been prominent in the development of Anglican mission among Muslims, as the
careers of Temple Gairdner, Constance Padwick, and Kenneth Cragg
illustrate. With special attention to prayer as a basis for common
ground, they found a way to speak and to act in public life that was
both appreciative of Islam and unstinting in Christian conviction.
Framing “Public Theology”
Since Martin Marty characterized the work of Reinhold Niebuhr
as a “public theology,” this term has gained various expositors. Marty’s
intention was to show how Niebuhr could balance the particularity of
religious identity with a religious sense of American national life. In
part, the point was to interpret social experience from a religiously
framed ethical perspective. The point also was to demonstrate how
disparate religious convictions could shape public life. Niebuhr wrote
in the language of “a believing and practicing ecclesiastical and national community.” His theology was “public” because it combined
ideas and praxis. Both intellectuality and experience must be the measures of modern religion.1
Niebuhr intended no easy accommodation of faith to society. He
proved to be a vehement critic of liberal Christianity for its apparent
“adjustment” of the churches to “the ethos of this age,” sacrificing
Christian integrity by a loss of “the sense of depth and the experience
of tension” found in profound forms of religious life.2 In search of
such integrity, Niebuhr posed an ethical stance, confronting all institutions, that emphasized the distinctive role of faith in public life.
Hence the term public theology intends not to lessen the confessional
grounding of faith, but to enhance its necessarily public character.
Christianity and all religions must be lived publicly, forging common
and redemptive ground amid social challenges.
Niebuhrs formulation, and subsequent discussion of it, have presumed the circumstances of American life. Even without a formal
establishment of religion, there has been an American civil religion,
making Christianity in varied forms the de facto framework of public
theology. The historic mainstream churches, evangelicals, and Roman
Catholicism all have contributed to this discussion. But, according
1 Martin E. Marty, “Reinhold Niebuhr: Public Theology and the American Experience,” Journal of Religion 54, no. 4 (October 1974): 332-59.
2 Marty, “Reinhold Niebuhr,” 352.
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to Ian Markham, discussion of what constitutes public theology has
shifted from descriptive to prescriptive terms.3 This focus emphasizes
the confessional grounding of theology as well as the aptness of its
public voice. Such a theology seeks to be understandable and compelling within the bounds of faith identity while presenting a public
stance notable for its ethical voice. The public role cannot come at
the expense of the particular basis of faith tradition. Thus, for Christians it must be clear that God “really should be understood as triune, even in Gods complexity; God really did become incarnate; and
the virgin birth and the resurrection really did occur/’ For Markham,
public theology is “the explication of, witness to, and agency toward
the vision that God intends for social life within the parameters of
the Christian tradition.” It is “explication,” he continues, “because the
truths about the social order implied by Christian doctrine need to be
explained.” It is “witness” because “we need to share the vision of the
social order in the public square.” It is “agency” because “we need to
do everything we can to move toward and bring out that social order.”
Markham s case seems clear and echoes other contributors to the
public theology discussion. But the urgency of the discussion concerns what is variously called “diversity” or “pluralism” in the American religious environment. Markham notes that there are various
expressions of Anglican tradition. The issue is far larger, of course.
Thus, he introduces a distinction between “process” and “content.”
Christian affirmation of truth must not become the basis for exclusion
and intolerance. Christians can affirm revealed truth, and the centrality of Jesus Christ, while also embracing a process of seeking truth
that is inclusive. Markham couches his sense of process as an analogy
to scientific discovery. Truth entails ambiguity and complexity, which
Markham affirms is ordained by God. Thus, pluralism surfaces and
ongoing theological conversation must be governed as much by process as by the content of revelation. Pluralism cannot be the starting
point of discussion, he cautions. But engagement with diversity and
difference is inevitable.
Markham s approach shows important points of agreement with
the work of Charles Mathewes. Mathewes s treatment of public theology is one of the most extensive, although he rejects the term. He
is intent upon the confessional dimension, so he speaks of a “theology of public life” lest his argument represent “tepid believing” and
3

Ian Markham, “Public Theology: Toward a Christian Definition,” in this issue.
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an accommodationist stance toward culture. Mathewes understands
that faith must be lived in the public square, but he wants to secure
the particular features of Christian identity. Not unlike Niebuhr, he
points to belief as the source of moral virtues and of a distinctive form
of moral agency. The concern for Christians is the motivation and
form for their role in public life. He energetically proposes a “theology of engagement” that would bolster faith and faith community
amid the reality of religious and cultural pluralism.4 Like Markham,
Mathewes does not want to begin with the fact of pluralism but with
affirmation of the core doctrines of the Christian faith.
Mathewes finds that the virtues commended by Christian faith
portend certain practices. This becomes his basis for engaging pluralism. Difference can be engaged constructively by means of dialogue
from within the bounds of the church. In turn, dialogue illuminates
the formation of theology, balancing engagement with faithful identity. If this sounds like Niebuhr, it relocates his priority. For Niebuhr,
and Marty, the emphasis in such balance is on public engagement.
For Mathewes, engagement cannot come at the expense of religious
particularity. Mathewes derives this conclusion from his reading of
Augustine. He is one of various theologians who have appropriated
Augustines work to ground renewed emphasis on Christian identity.
As a theoretical formulation this is welcome. But it fails to provide an
adequate basis for interreligious encounter, and discounts the reality
of religious pluralism, especially outside the North American context
Mathewes appears to presume. Where Christianity is a majority amid
a sea of faiths, Mathewess framework makes intellectual sense. The
larger problem lies in an incomplete emphasis upon Christianity as
lived, as more than confessional formulae and religious institutions.
The suitability of a confessional formulation, and of even the most
avid defense of the particularity of Christian identity, must be measured by the impact of its expression in the actual conditions of social
life.
In places of inescapable pluralism, especially where Christians
are a minority of the population, the emphasis must be upon religious
practice as the intention of mission unfolds. How can mission balance both faithful witness and effective engagement with religious
and cultural difference? One notable thread of Anglican experience
4 Charles Mathewes, A Theology of Public Life (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 26-27.
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in Muslim-majority situations offers a valuable illustration of how a
Christian public theology becomes viable. My intention is to expand
the notion of public theology around religious practice in the circumstances of Christian mission outside the Global North. The thread of
which I speak reflects the initiatives of Temple Gairdner and Constance
Padwick, who were Church Missionary Society (CMS) missionaries in
Egypt, and the larger project of Kenneth Cragg in Christian-Muslim
engagement, which grew out of their work. We will find that the difficulties of an evangelistic approach to mission prompted Gairdner and
his early colleague Douglas Thornton to seek a public voice for the
Christian faith. Later, as Padwick joined Gairdner s work, the focus
on public voice led her to seek common ground with Muslims on the
theme of prayer. In turn, Cragg, inspired by Padwicks biography of
Gairdner, extended the understanding of “kinship,” as he termed it,
through prayer, while enriching both the Christian basis of interreligious engagement and the meaning of faith lived in public. Thus, mission prompted fresh public expression, which turned to an emphasis
on religious practice as interreligious meeting ground.
The Challenge of Mission
Late in 1899, William Henry Temple Gairdner sailed from
England for Cairo as a newly appointed missionary of the Church
Missionary Society (CMS). He had just been ordained as deacon in
the Church of England and was anxious to reach his friend Douglas
Thornton, also a CMS missionary, who left for Egypt in 1898.5 They
had become friends in evangelical fellowship groups that proliferated
across Britain in the late nineteenth century. Each had experienced
profound religious awakenings, Gairdner at Oxford and Thornton at
Cambridge. They were in their twenties and had seen their faith develop through conferences and camps that built a young generation
of devout Christians. They also were drawn to friendship through a
shared fascination with Charles Gordon, the fabled English general
who had died in 1885 at the siege of Khartoum. Gairdner and Thornton dreamed of pursuing evangelism among a staunchly Muslim population, in their eyes extending the work Gordon intended. But Sudan
would not be the place. Authorities there refused the entry of any
5 Andrew Porter, “Gairdner, William Henry Temple,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, https://doi.Org/10.1093/ref:odnb/46327. Constance Evelyn Padwick, Temple Gairdner of Cairo (London: SPCK, 1929).
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Christian missionaries. Reluctantly, at first, they joined CMS work in
Cairo. Neither would ever live elsewhere.
A clear and consistent Christian commitment motivated Gairdner
and Thornton. As young men they had concluded that God intended
the conversion of Muslim-majority societies to faith in Jesus Christ.
They longed to give their lives in pursuit of this goal. However, their
spiritual struggles soon matched their spiritual ambitions. Evangelism
proved to be a difficult task, they soon recognized, where Christians
were a minority amid a culture distinct from their own. Gairdner s
biographer, Constance Padwick, noted in 1929 that Gairdner realized
he was facing “the stupendous system of Islam, a system of devotion,
of thought, of social life, of love, entrenched, impressive and deliberately defiant of the Spirit of Jesus.”6
The difficulty of mission among Muslims was apparent. No wave
of conversions greeted even the most ardent Christian proclamation.
Gairdner, like Thornton, resolved to sharpen the focus of their efforts
to win converts. Encouraged by the CMS, they centered their work
on students and educated people. They conducted public meetings
and discussions. They built fellowship groups where they presented a
Christian sense of spiritual nurture and pastoral care. Gairdner gave
addresses before various audiences. It might be said that they were
offering a public theology that was unmistakably Christian in its foundations and its intentions. Then they sharpened this focus still further.
In her biography of Gairdner, Padwick describes how the young missionaries resolved on a frontal engagement with Islam. Gairdner and
Thornton had become steeped in the Arabic language and literature.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Egypt was in the midst of a
literary revolution and much popular literature was appearing. Gairdner and Thornton launched a Christian newspaper called Orient and
Occident. First published in 1905, it would last until 1942, reaching
fourteen Muslim-majority countries and over three thousand readers
by the late 1920s.7
Although Thornton would not live to see the fruition of this work,
dying in 1907, Gairdner lived another twenty-one years. During this
time he produced an impressive literary output. To the dismay of
CMS authorities, he even wrote plays to be performed publicly and in
churches. Gairdner also likely unnerved his superiors by his readiness
6 Padwick, Temple Gairdner, 71.
7 Porter, “Gairdner.”
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to understand Islam and Egypt appreciatively, but as Andrew Porter notes, Gairdners goal was to stimulate Anglican understanding
and sympathy for Islam, not compromise Christian faith or commitment to the church. In 1909 he published The Reproach of Islam, a
book that was reissued in 1920 as The Rebuke of Islam. The forceful
titles emphasize Gairdners grasp of the challenge of Christian mission among Muslims. Yet he became a foremost Arabist, immersed
in the work of al-Ghazali and al-Baidawi.8 Gairdner also was priest of
an Arab Anglican congregation in Cairo. The church was central to
his thinking, and building the church was integral to mission. Gairdner kept an important balance, fostering the idea of mission as crosscultural engagement while grounding his work in a conviction of
Christ s presence among all peoples. As Roland Allen noted, he urged
that indigenous Christians should not be cast in the mold of foreign
missionaries but must find their own cultural footing. Gairdners
“public theology” meant an alignment of faith and culture that diminished neither. His Christian faith prompted confidence that through
such encounter Christ would be proclaimed.
Gairdners protege, Constance Padwick, not only honored him
with an insightful biography, she drew on his example to probe Islamic
devotion. In describing Gairdners painful death from septicemia, she
emphasized his constant state of prayer, ascribing his calm to it as
medical treatment failed. Her reference to prayer was not in passing.
Padwick had come to Egypt as a CMS missionary for much the same
reason as Gairdner. She shared his sense of Christian devotion and
was intent on proclamation of the gospel. But Gairdner s ministry had
metamorphosed before Padwicks arrival. At the Edinburgh conference of 1910, he had urged that mission required knowledge of the
other faith s and culture s point of view. He sensed that all people face
similar life challenges, addressing them from their own, particular

8 Michael T. Shelley, “Al-Ghazali s Benign Influence on Temple Gairdner,” in A
Faithful Presence: Essays for Kenneth Cragg, ed. David Thomas with Clare Amos
(London: Melisende, 2003), 201-18. Abu Hamid al-Ghazali (about 1056-1111), one
of Sunni Islam’s most outstanding thinkers, is well-known for his Incoherence of the
Philosophers and his Revival of the Religious Sciences. Nasir al-Din al-Baidawi (12261260) was a major Sunni Muslim exegete from what is now Iran. He is best known for
his Qur’an commentary, The Lights of Revelation and the Secrets of Interpretation.
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viewpoint. Padwick’s work followed this lead when she joined the
CMS in Egypt in 1923.9
Already she had spent a year in a rural Egyptian village living
among peasants. She had learned to view Islam not as a religious institution nor a set of doctrinal tenets nor even a set of sacred texts.
Rather, she had experienced Islam as a system of devotion integrated
into the daily lives of ordinary people. She would share Gairdner’s
conviction of the need for literature to enhance the presentation of
the Christian faith and to create points of conversation with Islam.
But her approach reflected an ethnographic lens on how people live,
more than an idealized stance shaped within Christianity, and Anglicanism, alone. Thus, she highlighted prayer and other devotional
practices. The basis of the Anglican approach to Islam was shifting
from evangelism alone, to engagement at the level of ideas with educated social classes for Gairdner, and for Padwick to attention to devotion, especially prayer.
She made this plain when she went to Cairo and as she contributed to Orient and Occident. Various publications followed, especially
studies of Muslim prayer. Like Gairdner, her confidence in the prospects of evangelism waned. No amount of missionary zeal could translate into masses of converts. Indeed, evangelism alone could gloss over
the devotion of countless people and fail to sense points of contact that
could bridge cultural and religious disparities. There were some converts to Christianity, but the church remained small. Meanwhile the
question of its role in a Muslim-majority society such as Egypt loomed
large. In what way, short of mass conversions, could the church make
its presence felt? Even if its ranks swelled, the same question about
public presence was before the missionary community. What public
form should they most appropriately take? Studying the approaches
of various Christian traditions present in Egypt, Padwick settled on
what she took to be the predominant Roman Catholic approach: the
church’s public stance must be presence through prayer.10 Christians
must promote the well-being of their contexts and must promote the
convergence of faithful practices among different religions rather than
succumb to competition over ideas and texts. The church’s receptivity
9 Catriona Laing, “Anglican Mission amongst Muslims, 1900-1940,” in Global
Anglicanism, c. 1910-2000, vol. 5, The Oxford History of Anglicanism, ed. William L.
Sachs (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), 380.
10 Laing, “Anglican Mission,” 384-89.
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to popular spirituality could build religious “kinships” based in the
devotional lives of ordinary believers who make up the bulk of a tradition s following. Doctrine would divide, whereas shared searches for
faithful lives amid common human challenges could unite. Prayer, she
concluded, was a form of mission in and of itself.
Religion and Human Encounter
The conversation fostered by Kenneth Cragg has taken theology
as its starting point. Focused principally on Christian-Muslim relations, but frequently citing Judaism and other major religions, Cragg s
basis for interreligious relations is theological. Further, his own theological posture is unabashedly Christian. Faith in Jesus Christ is pivotal, and he even suggests that such conviction is the destination to
which other faiths point. Cragg emphasizes the necessity of clear
theological grounding. His rationale was apparent and not posed in
coercive terms. Christians must participate in interreligious relations as Christians, not as some dilute amalgam of the faiths to which
they would relate. When one scratches the surface of Craggs work,
one finds that he charted a way for the faiths to relate on their own
terms. The basis must be theological, but the interreligious realm cannot be confined to such formulation. The path led toward mutuality
grounded in practice.
His multifaceted and lengthy career suggested that he would elevate the role of practice. Holder of an Oxford DPhil on Islam, Cragg
became a leading Western authority. Early on he became steeped in
the work of Gairdner and Padwick. He became a bishop, educator,
administrator, and parish pastor, in the Middle East and in England.
He eventually published sixty books, covering a variety of themes,
most centered on Islam and Christianity.11 Consistently he probed
religious life in search of ways to create mutually affirmative relations.
Two premises guided Cragg s work: first, that Christianity is true; second, that God has spoken to the people of Islam. How then could
Christians make sense of the integrity of Islam? For “eyes to meet,”
there must be an honest realism between people of different faiths
that moves beyond theology alone.12 People of different faiths must
build appreciation beyond theological stumbling blocks. Rather than
11 Christopher A. Lamb, “Cragg, (Albert) Kenneth,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, https://doi.Org/10.1093/ref:odnb/105719.
12 See Kenneth Cragg, To Meet and Greet (London: Epworth Press, 1992).
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demarcate seemingly irreparable differences on the basis of presumed
confessional necessity, faithful people must attempt to see faith and
life as others do. How to learn from one another was his basic pursuit.
As Hugh Goddard has assessed, this stance became apparent in
The Call of the Minaret, one of Cragg s most noted works, which first
appeared in 1956.13 Cragg never forgot, and took care to confirm,
that he was viewing Islam through Christian eyes. Muslim critics of
his work have occasionally emphasized this point. But Cragg did not
dispute the charge; indeed, he affirmed it, for it helped to make his
larger case. Christians must see as Christians, and Muslims must see as
Muslims. However, the outlook is not limited by doctrine. A broader,
appreciative approach is possible in “an atmosphere of friendship and
partnership.”14
He models this appreciative stance in The Call of the Minaret.
There he follows a muezzin giving the call to prayer and then moving into the time of prayer itself. Formal actions and the setting in
which they occur are integral to the pursuit of mutual appreciation.
The Call of the Minaret highlights the central public act of Islam. It
is not the provenance of academic and clerical elites, even of the muezzin himself, nor is it hidden in doctrinal formulations that can be
deciphered only by a few. It is public proclamation that elicits widespread response, taking on a life of its own in context after context.
The call to prayer illustrates that Islam, and all religions, are lived,
that is, integrated into everyday lives of countless people in an “existential way.” Such a realization, requiring a loosening of “doctrinal
rigidity,” as Christopher Lamb declared, suggested the desired shape
of Christian-Muslim relations.15
Human presence “constitutes the religious criterion from which
we may begin,” Cragg declared in The Christian and Other Religion.
Religion “could be said to be the act, or the art, of receiving the human situation in such terms, reading that situation, so to speak, in the
original, exploring it in its full dimensions, sensing as partial and so
rejecting the attributes which circumscribe its range of meaning.”16
13 The Call of the Minaret (New York: Oxford University Press, 1956).
14 Hugh Goddard, “The Significance of The Call of The Minaret for Christian
Thinking about Islam,” in Thomas with Amos, Faithful Presence, 78-94.
15 Christopher Lamb, “Kenneth Cragg s Understanding of Christian Mission to
Islam,” in Thomas with Amos, Faithful Presence, 121-49.
16 Kenneth Cragg, The Christian and Other Religion (London and Oxford: Mowbrays, 1977), 3.
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Adherents of various religions must presume the reality of pluralism, and not “take refuge in renewed emphasis on certainty and truth
within themselves/’ Cragg feared the instinct to fundamentalism
though he understood its source as the human quest for certainty.
This quest could enshrine dogma and decry the reality of difference
Cragg wished to honor and to explore. “To accept the other believer
with the interior preconditions of dogma would be to foreclose, perhaps prejudice, such exploration.”17 Instead, faith is the will to refuse
the unexamined life. Nor does tolerance suffice. There must be the
pursuit of community, a search for “kinship,” a term Cragg used often.
Taking his cue from Padwick, Cragg found kinship between Islam and
Christianity in acts of prayer.
Prayer is inherently public and universally human. “The instinct
is inseparable from our experience of the human situation whose tragedies matter only because its glory is real. In its deepest quality the
will to prayer is simply being human seriously and inclusively. It is
being alive imaginatively.” Religious systems, as he termed it, are inherently separatist. They are exclusive “in their patterns and concepts,
participant, as it were, only in and with themselves and with the cultures they inhabit, that any mutuality between them requires constant
initiative and arouses strong misgiving.”18 The locus of interreligious
encounter lies in the prayers of ordinary believers, where “evident kinship” becomes possible. Considering both church and mosque, Cragg
wondered if “competing identities” could find “a real togetherness.”
Mutuality cannot eradicate difference. The fact of difference “must
remain the basis of all else.” That is, prayer that “possesses a dual citizenship could only have arisen, and can only still arise, from within an
unbroken life of devotion belonging to their separate origins.”19
But prayer, as envisioned and as practiced, reveals similar
promptings and similar experiences. Islam and Christianity have many
common predicates about God. The divine for both is one, Creator,
lawgiver, provider, ruler, merciful, compassionate, and so forth. The
Abrahamic ancestry of these faiths, and Judaism, creates a similar devotional framework. Pivotal sentiments of faith prove both to ground
distinctive identity and to suggest complementarity. Thus, Cragg
17 Cragg, Christian and Other Religion, 25.
18 Kenneth Cragg, Alive to God: Muslim and Christian Prayer (London: Oxford
University Press, 1970), vii.
19 Cragg, Alive to God, 5.
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compares the Fatihah (the opening Surah of the Qur’an) to the Lord’s
Prayer in Christianity. There are evident parallels. But more than the
form of prayer proves similar. Cragg finds that themes of petition,
praise, and penitence are central for both religions. In addition, the
increased pluralism of modern society, and the circumstances of modern life confronting all religions, elicit common spiritual responses.
Among Muslims and Christians there must be “common openness of
spirit, common concern in the world.”20
Cragg wondered pointedly how Christians can pray in a way that
is both open to Islamic prayer and grounded in reference to the Lordship of Jesus. His Christology was shaped by the emphasis on kenosis
in the Lux Mundi essays,21 so Cragg could elevate Jesuss humanity
without diminishing his divinity. Christians could pray in the name of
one they regard as divine, but Muslims see as human. Christian Scripture, Cragg added, “must be taken in the full tide of its own ardour
and assurance,” but not as “a nervous verdict against other religions.”22
The motivation for Christian prayer is Christian; the motivation for
Muslim prayer is Muslim. But difference is overcome through the
affinity of comparable themes and forms. Each understands the other
as intending acts of public devotion. On such recognition there can
be mutuality without lessened identity. Reaching such an outcome on
strictly doctrinal terms would be a daunting task. Reaching it through
public practice is more readily accomplished.
Still the question must be pushed: How can such prayer happen in
mutually affirming ways? Taking an important cue from the theme of
hospitality that is prominent in Arab societies, Cragg described what
it means “to meet and to greet” people of a different faith, especially,
for Christians, the people of Islam. Encounters between the two faiths
primarily are local. Despite a painful legacy of conflict, he insisted
there is always “some kinship, some affinity, some shared dimensions.
The Christian need think nothing alien.”23 Prayer, he continued, can
join Muslim and Christian in private homes or public venues or any
neutral site. Common need can drive the creation of such occasions
and the prospect of serving the common good while honoring the
God of Abraham looms. Clergy or other religious specialists need

20
21
22
23

Cragg, Alive to God, 19, 35.
Charles Gore, ed., Lux Mundi (London: J. Murray, 1890).
Cragg, Alive to God, 27.
Kenneth Cragg, To Meet and to Greet (London: Epworth Press, 1992), 43.
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not organize such times or dictate their form, he seemed to suggest.
Prayer is the act of people in response to God.
A mutual spirituality creates community that transcends barriers. The language of such occasions speaks faithfully to disparate
ears. It encourages conversations, informally, when prayers conclude.
Participants are apt to compare the meanings they attach to prayers
and the hopes that are fueled by them. No one has been converted
to the other, but to the common purpose unfolding in their midst.
Prayer encourages action, common purpose, for the common good.
For Cragg, as a Christian, the Holy Spirits presence was especially
evident in such times.
A New Basis
The work of Kenneth Cragg became a natural extension of the
earlier efforts of Gairdner and Padwick. The trajectory began as
the difficulty of evangelism prompted close scrutiny of Islam as a religious and cultural system. A notable advance came as Padwick considered Muslim patterns of devotion and found analogies between Islam
and Christianity. A door was opening to a new basis among Christians
for interreligious relations and, implicitly, for public theology. The
ground of Christian mission shifted from conversion alone to mutual affirmation, from doctrine to practice. The meaning of “public”
now referred to the lives of adherents, to those who heed the call of
the minaret or gather to be fed by the Book of Common Prayer. The
realm of practice opened the full meaning of being public because it
reflected the experience of believers.
Cragg did not dilute his Christian faith, as I have taken care to
explain; but he presumed the reality of pluralism. Indeed, he seemed
to say that the truth of Christian faith is elicited by its encounter with
religious difference. Markham and Mathewes prefer to affirm confessional identity before the interreligious dimension becomes possible.
Cragg saw the confessional and the interreligious as intermingled because that is how most people in modem circumstances must live.
The fact of faith being lived in public amid religious diversity poses
issues of religious identity that must be addressed. For Cragg, the
only choice lay between speaking in exclusive or inclusive terms. The
emphasis on religious practice, especially prayer, became a natural
avenue.
If the public character of Cragg s approach seems apparent, and
the emphasis on practice is granted, has the theological dimension
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been diminished? The critical overtones of Cragg and some of those
assessing his work would seem to suggest this. However, he is scolding
the use of confessional approaches that inhibit rather than promote
interreligious understanding. Cragg did not compromise his Christian
faith, emphasizing his conviction of the finality of Jesus Christ. Only
as a Christian, he felt, could there be an adequate foundation for a
public theology which fostered the interreligious dimension.
What would deepen this public theology would be an ecclesiology, that is, a theology of religious community. How could the ecclesia
or the umma be said to ground religious practice in local faith communities? The attention to prayer holds implications for other practices and for understanding the settings in which they are conducted.
Cragg posed prayer in an interreligious sense as occurring in “neutral
sites.” But attention to the theological dimensions of community in
both religions could enhance the emphasis on the public dimension
and the prospect of respectful convergence. In the end, people of the
two faiths maintain distinctive communities replete with distinctive
practices. But the attainment of common ground in the public square
will encourage an apologetic basis that will advance mutual appreciation. Faith and practice, it could be said, beget understanding.

